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Do you know a little one who loves the ocean and sea life? Let them color all the creatures in the

sea with this fun and original coloring book. Your child, or any child in your life, will love to celebrate

their love of learning by filling the pages of this classic coloring book with bright colors. Give them a

great activity that sparks their creativity and keeps them busy and entertained for hours.  This

coloring book is a great value at 40 pages long. Each page contains one or more high quality

images for little ones to color.
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I've been on the look out for a coloring book like this one! This coloring book has great illustrations

of underwater critters. Drawings are great. Each page contains a simple drawing that is large,

adorable and easy to color, making for a great early or first coloring book. I have had a very hard

time finding coloring books that meet my criteria: I maintain a low media household, Waldorf

inspired, montessori and RIE informed play environment and routine, and am always looking out for

toys, coloring books, etc. that aren't part of some mass media commercial marketing scheme like

Disney, Pixar, etc.We go for simple, open-ended toys mostly, and I am exceedingly happy with this

line of coloring books that feature animals drawn cartoonishly enough to engage very little kids and

provide easy coloring spaces while at the same time representing the animals realistically enough

that they still clearly resemble their real-life counterparts.Best surprise of all is that there are dozens



more of these from which to choose by the same artist:I'm having a heck of a time trying to decide

which ones to buy next!!

Cute! Always happy to find a coloring book that isn't hawking some character/product line. Paper is

quality and doesn't bleed through like some thinner, more newsprint like coloring pages do. Nice for

me because my daughter likes to paint watercolors in her coloring books, and thinner paper just

doesn't stand up it.

This is a wonderful coloring book for young children who are just beginning to enter the creative

phase. Most pages have one creature with every few pages having a full page of creatures. I like

the simplicity because it allows my child to be creative and use their imagination instead of just

coloring within the lines. I love the quality of the sea creature because they are engaging to young

children in a cartoonish aspect but are still easily associated with their real life counterpart. I can't

wait to buy more for my daughter! Plus the seller is great to work with quick delivery and prompt

responses which is always a bonus!

Good coloring book for the young ones as the images are large and not overly detailed. I would

recommend this for a younger child who loves fish & the ocean. Plenty of variety in the illustrations -

fish, turtles, starfish, octopus.. etc. Large 8.5 x 11 inch size. Goes great with a big box of crayons.

Nice coloring book for kids less than 5 or 6 years old. I bought this coloring book as well asÂ Kids'

Cute & Cuddly Coloring Book (Volume 1)Â as part of my granddaughter's Easter basket and this

book is better. Both coloring books offer large, easy to color pictures but the pictures in this book are

much more interesting. The other book shows an item (cupcake, star, etc) per page but this one has

scenes (fish with seaweed or shells,etc). I also bought these crayons:Â Crayola Ultimate Crayon

Case, 152-CrayonsÂ at the same time.

These are beautiful pages. The booklet is filled with gorgeous and sweet pics of sea creatures. Wish

it offered more pages for the price, but overall quality is likely why...it's very good quality paper and

cover. Will definitely buy more of this kind and brand. Exactly what we were looking for in our home

to keep our 4yr old busy. This is also great for kids who do not like busy coloring pages with too

many visuals who may feel overwhelmed if there are more objects on the page that distract them,

pictures are very clean with large prints.



We're getting married at the Georgia Aquarium and I wanted a sea themed coloring book for the

children so they don't get bored (and don't bother me). This book is cute and has simple, easy to

color pictures and I think the little kids will like it!

I bought this lovely coloring book for my two years old and she loves it. Have all kind of sea/ocean

animals in the books. They can learn what kind they are as well and they can enjoy coloring :) . I

would love to buy more or sample them :)
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